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THE INFLUENCE OF THE WIND ON THE UPPER 
HABITATION LINE OF THE FOREST IN THE 

WESTERN CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS 
The problem of the influence of wind on the upper habitation line of the 

forest appears in literature as a partial one, namely, i~ studies concerning the 
upper frontier of the forest, or the plant communities in the regions of the upper 
habitation line of the forest, respectively, this being the case of the regions in the 
Scandinavia (1. Tollan 1937 and others), in the Alps (P. Michaelis 1932, 
C. Schroeter 1926, R. A. Jugoviz 1908 and others), or in the Carpathian Moun
tains (M. Sokolovski 1928, J. Jenik lS56, P. Plesnik 1958 and others) and 
in other regions, too. In the region of the upper habitation line of the forest, 
where comparatively frequent and physiologically strong and mechanically 
effective winds occur, such winds here can be regarded as a very important fac
tor influencing the course of the upper habitation line of the forest. In this 
work we are going to discuss ma,inly the following problems: 1. The total course 
of the upper habitation line of the forest in the Western Carpathian Mountains; 
2. The influence of the wind on the shape of the top and the trunk of a tree in 
the region of the upper habitation line of the forest; 3. The influence of the re
lief and the height of the range of mountains on the effectiveness of winds; 
4. The influence of the wind on the spreading of some species of coniferous trees 
in the region of the upper habitation line of the forest. 

1. The total course of the upper habitation line of the forest in the Western 
Carpathian Mountains. 

The most important factor which in regions situated high above sea level 
makes the conditions of the growth of the tree vegetation far more difficult -
- and thus causing overwhelmingly the appearance of the upper habitation line 
of the forest as well as of the tree, is the lack of warmth and a short vegetation 
period. The climate gives a rough framework of the course of the upper habi
tation line of the forest in the Western Carpathian Mountains. The climatic 
upper habitation line of the forest lies approximately 1 400 to 1 650 metres 
above sea level. Slovakia is situated in the transition zone between the regions 
of the oceanic and the inland climate. Owing to the fact that in the climatic 
region of the upper habitation line of the' forest the most decisive factor is the 
quantity of warmth during the vegetation period, the continental climate is more 
favourable for the height of the upper habitation line of the forest than the 
oceanic one, the latter having rather cold summers. Therefore, the upper habi
tation line of the forest in the direction towards West i. e. towards the region 
having oceanic climate is generally falling. ' 

The more detailed course of the upper habitation line of the forest within the 
rough climatic framework depends on various factors. The most important one 
of them is the bulkiness and the height of the mountains. The high and bulky 
range of the mountains represent a piece of dry land lifted high, which by in
tensive heat during summer favourably influences the temperatures of the vege
tation period. For example, in the High Tatra Mountains, which in the Western 
Carpathian Mountains reach the height of 2654 metres [Stalimiv stlt (Gerlach) 
this, being the highest peak] the upper habitation line of the forest (climatic) 
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on the slopes having favourable soil-substrata conditions reaches (and here and 
there even exceeds) the height of 1.650 metres. On the other hand in the- Kri
vanska Mala Fatra Mountains which being of a narrower and more elongated 
shape and having a vertical and rather diversified relief (the highest peak 
is Verky Fatransky Krivaii 1708' metres) the climatic upper habitation line of 
the forest on the slopes with favourable conditions (for the forest vegetation) 
reaches the height of 1450 metres above sea level. The difference of 200 metres 
(or even more) is caused above all by the different bulkiness and the height 
of the two above mentioned ranges of mountains. 

The important factor which influences the detailed course of the upper habi
tation line of the forest very much, is the relief. In the deep and narrow valleys 
and in the mountain beds where the temperature inversions and, therefore, the 
vegetation inversion, too, appear, the upper habitation line of the forest is falling. 
In the glacier beds of the High Tatra Mountains the upper habitation line of 
the forest vacillates frequently between 1450 and 1500 metres above sea level 
and on the adjacent slopes is about 100 metres more. 

The peak phenomena generally worsen the conditions of growth of the tree 
vegetation. On the peaks, crests, etc. where there are loose and easily dried up 
soils and where the wind has access from several sides, where the tops of the 
trees are not very near to each other the upper habitation line of the forest is 
as a rule falling about several tens of metres. In consequence of this even the 
lower ranges of the mountains (Slovenske rudohorie, Porana) which do not reach 
the height of 1500 metres above sea level have their peaks in the region of the 
upper habitation line of the forest (Stolica 1476 metres, Zadna Porana 1457 
metres above sea level, etc.). 

The edaphic conditions which can substantially influence the height of the 
upper habitation line of the forest, are usually closely connected with both the 
relief and the geological basis. On the granite and silica basis, especially in the 
ranges of mountains having the glacial relief (the High Tatra Mountains and 
the Dumbier group of the Lower Tatra Mountains) in the region of the upper 
habitation line of the forest and above this, there are plenty of rocky seas 
consisting' mostly of blocks of various sizes, stones and gravel. These came into. 
existence by a strong mechanical disintegration mostly in Pleistocene. They 
worsen the vegetation conditions, because it is rather difficult for the soil cover 
to remain on them. 

In brief it is possible to characterize the course of thll upper habitation line 
of tne forest in the Western Carpathian Mountains with the following words; 
owing to the bulkiness and the height of this range of mountains the upper 
habitation line of the forest reaches the highest peaks in the High Tatra Moun
tains and in the Belanske Tatra Mountains where they reach or exceed the 
height of 1 650 metres respectively. Owing to the influence of the vertically 
strongly diversified glaCial relief as well as to the extensive rocky seas, especially 
in the High Tatra Mountains, the course of the habitation line of the forest 
vacillates rather strongly, in the vertical extent of approximately 200 metres (or 
even more e. g. in the avalanche grooves, under the rocky walls, etc.). Similar 
in characteristics is the upper habitation line of the forest in some parts of the 
West and the Lower Tatra Mountains (especially in the Dumbier group) having 
the glacial relief. In the Lower Tatra Mountains. Dumbier 2 043 metres, it 
reaches approximately 1 550 metres above sea level. In the Mala and Velka 
Fatra Mountains the natural upper habitation line of the forest (climatic) hardly 
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reaches 1 450 metres. Besides the above mentioned mountains other ranges of 
mountains, namely, Verky Choe, Babia hora had quite distinctly developed 
a (natural) upper habitation line of the forest. The rest of the ranges of the 
Western Carpathian Mountains did not exceed the original climatic line of the 
forest on the whole, owing to the influence of the peak conditions of the highest 
peaks and crests of the ranges of Slovenske rudohorie (Stolica, Fabova hora, 
etc. Porana mountains) are within the region of the habitation line of the forest. 

The upper habitation line of the forest of today is rather lower than the na
tural ( original) line of the forest. This was caused by the man - the herdsman 
who in his efforts to win the pasture lands removed the dwarf trees as well as 
other forest growth and thus lowered the habitation line of the forest. A strong 
devastation of the forest growth by the herdsmen in the region of the upper 
habitation line of the forest dates from th.e time of the Walachia colonization 
(since the 15th, 16th and 17th century). The herdsmen removed the growth 
mostly in such places where after deforestation there appeared to be good pastu
re lands, especially on the broad crests and the smooth slopes of a bare' relief 
(Vefka and Mala Fatra Mountains), while on the ranges of mountains having 
strong glacial diversifications and extensive rocky seas they did not carry out 
the deforestation on such a large scale. On the carboniferous strata (limestones, 
dolomites and slates) there appear, as a rule, after deforestation, more suitable 
pasture lands. (the plant communities have richer composition as far as the species 
are concerned) than on other substrata where there are (mainly a short time 
after deforestation) plenty of broad pasture lands with a less suitable, but pre
vailing growth of whortleberries (V accinium myrtillus). Therefore, the herdsmen 
carried out, as a rule, the deforestation on the above mentioned substrata more 
intensively than on the granite and the silica strata. In consequence of this the 
ranges of mountains with· the bare relief on the carboniferous strata (the Krivaii
ska Mala Fatra . Mountains, the Verka Fatra Mountains, the Belanske Tatra 
Mountains) had the upper' habitation line of the forest strongly lowered. The 
Krivaiiska Mala Fatra Mountains, for example, having the carboniferous basis. 
had its upper habitation line of the forest lowered by 250 - 300 metres on an 
average and here and there (see Belanske Tatra Mountains and other moun
tains) even by 400-500 metres. 

2. The influence of the wind, on the shape of the top and the trunk of the tree 
in the region of the upper habitation line of the forest. 

In the region of the upper habitation line of the forest and tree there are two 
shapes to be found, namely, the tablelike shape and the flag like shape. The 
tablelike shape is characterized by the fact that the live (usually thick and long) 
branches are in the lower part of the trunk at a certain distance above the 
ground and end abruptly so that the trunk is bare or has only thin, dried-up 
or drying-up branches, respectively. At the top of the tree there is usually 
a cluster of live branches. The table like shapes are to be found both on the 
windward and on the leeward side (with respect to the prevailing winds). They 
come into existence when the wind dragging the snow crystals along the surface 
of the snow cover damages the branches as well as the needles which afterwards 
dry up and fall to the ground. The branches under the snow cover are protected 
and .remain alive. The tablelike shapes can be found from time to time even 
under the upper habitation line of the forest on old large trees having intertwined 
tops. (Plesnik 1959.) They explain the fact that these individuals grew during 
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their younger days on a free surface, where there was free access of wind and 
snow. The flaglike shapes have the top elongated in the direction of the physio
logically and mechanically effective winds , which in the Western Carpathian 
Mountains are usually identical with the direction of the prevailing winds. 
While the origin and the development of the tablelike shapes is influenced by 
the course of weather in winter, the winds coming during the whole year are 
very important for both the origin and the development of the flaglike shapes. 

As to the origin of the flaglike shapes the proper moment of the prevailing is 
not so important. More important is, in my opinion, the occurrence and the 

A tablelike spruce-tree. The southern slope of Dplaz (Krivaiiska Mala Fatra-mountains) . 
Stolova forma smreka . Juzny svah Dplazu (Krivaiiska Mala Fatra) . FOlo P. Plesnik 
CToJIoo6pa3111aH eJIb (ID)J(HbIH OKJIOH Ynna311 , KpHBaHbcKIiH MaJIaH <J:>IITpa) . 
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frequency of sfrong winds which are physiologically and mechanically especially 
effective. Besides other things this is confirmed by the fact that very striking 
flag like shapes are to be found in places which are within the reach of the 
falling winds. On the windward slopes where the wind is forced to go upwards, 
the flaglike shapes are less striking in comparison with some places on the lee
ward side of the range of mountains, i. e. where the falling winds penetrated 
through the main crest. 

The wind influences both the shape and the structure of the trunk. On the 
leeward side the tree is stowing away the wooden substance more intensively 
('pressure wood'). In consequence of thIs the trunk is elongated in the direction 
of the wind and it has more or less a tear like shape in the cross ·section. And 
the annual rings, too, are excentrically situated; on the leeward side of the. 
trunk they are narrower and on the windward side they are wider. Together with 
the flag like shape the excentricity of the annual rings and the elongation of the 
trunk increases in the direction of the wind, too. For example, in the case of 
striking flag like shapes in the region of the upper habitation line of the forest 
near the Krivaiiska Mala Fatra Mountains, the excentricity of the annual rings 
in the direction of the flaglike shape had the value of about 0/1,5 -1/2,5) in 
which case the figure in the numerator is the distance of the centre of the annual 
rings - from the pith to the bark on the windward side of the tree, and the 
figure in the denominator is the distance of the pith from the bark on the lee
ward side of the trunk. There appeared, sporadically, of course, even individual 
trees having the excentricity of % (which means that the width of the annual 
rings on the leeward side of the trunk was three times as large as that of the 
windward side). The elongation of the trunk in the direction of the wind, mea
sured at the height of 130 cm above the ground, was most frequently 1/1,02 
rarely 1/1,1 in which case the figure in the denominator is the width of the 
trunk in the direction of the flaglike shape and the figure in the numerator is 
the width of the trunk in the direction which is vertical to the direction of· the 
flaglike shape. 

The wind aided by snow and ice brakes the branches and the tops and thus 
deforms the trunk of the trees. In the region of the upper habitation line of the 
forest this is quite a commori phenomenon. After breaking away the top branch, 
some of the side branches crooks in the direction upward and thus takes over the 
function of the top branch. And so there appear in the region of the upper habita
tion line of the forest quite common bayonetlike shapes, this being the case of the 
spruce-tree (Picea excelsa/LINK). At the same time more branches can get crook
ed upwards. In the case of low and wide-branched tre.es growing above the habi
tation line of the forest, there very,frequently appear various and almost bizarre 
shapes, in spite of the fact that after the destruction of the part of the trunk 
reachfng above the dwarf trees (eitper by breaking or by grinding of the wind) 
and by ·lneans of snow (the rough arid long branches, as a rule, bend upwards 
and are on the same level as the dwarf trees. They are more or less distant so 
that we have the impression as if there were a group of spruce trees among the 
dwarf trees, in spite of the fact that it is one tree) up to the level of the dwarf 
trees the trunk is usually rough· and not at all branched with several tops. The 
tops are often lined up in the direction of the flaglike shapes. Sometimes there 
can even appear shapes of spruce-tree reminding us of a chandelier. 

The shapes of the trunks and the tops of the trees are rather various, espe
cially in such places· of the habitation line of the forest trees, where there are 
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quite intensive wind activities. The wind here can be regarded as one of the 
fundamental factors which prevent its growing upwards.- In this way the growth 
upwards lags behind the growth into the width, the 'trees become low, wide
branched and consequently receive the appearance of bushes. The wind, in colla
boration with snow, speeds up the transition of trees into the bushlike vegetation 
in the region of the upper habitation line of the forest. 

The wind, making the growth conditions of the tree vegetation worse, lowers 
the upper habitation line of the forest. The more the trees receive the expressi
veness of the flaglike shapes, when the sea level is increasing, the quicker the 
height of the trees falls with the sea level increasing and, in consequence of this, 
the upper vegetation line of the forest decreases through the influence of the 
wind. Taking measurements in the area of the Krivariska Mala Fatra Moun
tains, the author has found out that while the sea level is increasing the height 
of the tree is decreasing three times as quickly in such places where the trees 
have flaglike shapes, in comparison with those places where the influence of 
the winds is favourable. 

3. The influence of the relief and the height of the range of mountains on the 
effectiveness of winds. 

With the increasing height of sea level the general power of the wind and the 
number of strong winds is increasing, too, and these winds especially have 
strong influence on the tree vegetation. Therefore, the influence of the wind. 
within the area of the Western Carpathian Mountains, on the upper habitation 
line of the forest is the more striking, the higher the figure of the orographic 
unit. As far as the morphological factors are concerned, the degree of the di
versification of the relief and the height of the main crest is especially to be 
felt in the above mentioned case. In the ranges of the mountains where the ha
bitation line of the forest almost reaches the crest or lies only a few metres 
from the crest itself (e. g. Slovenske rudohorie, partially the Velka and Mala 
Fatra Mountains, etc.) the influence of the winds is less noticeable than in the 
higher ranges of the mountains (the High and partially the Lower Tatra Moun- " 
tains). In the first case where the falling winds skip over the upper habitation 
line of the forest on the leeward side of the slopes and touch. even the under
growth below the habitation line of the forest, the uprootings in the region of 
the upper habitation line of the forest are on the whole rather less important. 
On the other hand in the high ranges of the mountains e. g. in the High Tatra 
Mountains where the crests reach 1 000 metres (or even more) above the habi-
tation line of the forest, the falling winds are attacking the slopes situated still 
in the zone of the dwarf trees, so that they touch the zone of the habitation line 
of the forest. They are the cause of the appearance of very striking flaglike 
shapes. Above the habitation line of the tree on the southern side of the High 
Tatra. Mountains, we meet rather frequently with cases (Predne Medodoly, 
southern slopes of Gerlach, Slavkovsky stH [Peak 1, etc.), where the top of the trees 
is 'formed almost by one line of tree branches lying one above the other on the 
leeward side of the trunk. Further it points out that a very important factor for 
the development of the flaglike shapes are the strong and especially the falling 
winds. 

The undergrowth in the region of the upper habitation line of the forest is 
rather resisting to the respective uprootings: they have tht;ir centre of gravity 
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rather IDwered (owing to' the fact that the trunks have branches reaching almbst to 
the grDund). their grDwth is low and their tDpS intertwine, somewhat less, etc: 
In spite Df this, Dn the sDuthern side Df the High Tatra Mountains, Dn the sout
hern slopes Df LDmnicky stit (Peak) and Slavkovsky stit (Peak) and elsewhere, 
the uprDotings Df the spruce-trees in the region of the upper habitatiDn line of 
the fDrest are quite a CDmmon sight (in this case, however, rather unfavourable 
edaphic conditiDns have their co-effects, too, e. g. stones and blDck of stones 
with soft layers Df soil). 

The tDtal orientatiDn of· the range of mountains and the prevailing winds there 
have their influence on the effects Df the winds in the regiDn Df the upper ha
bitatiDn line .of the forest. Central Europe has Dverhelmingly in its free atmDsphe
re air-currents coming from the North-West. Even the western winds have their 
share here, too. The figures cDncerning the directions Df the winds in % on the 
Lomnicky stit (Peak) (2632 m) during the years 1941-1944 and 1947 -1957 
were such as fDIIDWS (I.-XII. mDnth): *) 

Period N NE E SE S SW W NW c 
I.-XII. month 16 3 - 3 4 8 13 21 25 7 

In consequence of this, the most frequent direction of the grDwth of the trees 
in Dur mountains is from North-West to' SQuth-East and frDm West to' East, Dr 
directiDns similar to thDse mentiDned above. The directions of the £lag like shapes 
from West-NDrth-West, NDrth-West and North-NDrth-West appear usually in 
the top parts of the crests as well as Dn the cliffs and slopes Df the leeward side 
of the range Df mountains where the falling winds ,are effective. In the nDrth 
range Df mountains, where the main crest is situated mDre or les,s.vertically 
to the prevailing winds, the air-currents have to go' upwards the windward slope, 
however, they try to' go round the range of mountains which thus fDrm an Db
stacle fDr them, ancl, therefore, they fDIIDW the direction of general Drientation 
of the range Df mountains. This is well to be seen, for example, in the Krivciii
ska Mala Fatra Mountains; the general direction Df which is from West-SDuth
West to' East-North-East. On the windward slope of the main crest the growth 
Df the trees ismDstly to be seen in the directiDn from West-SDuth-West to 
SDuth-West and Dn the cliffs on the leeward side of the range Df mDuntains 
the growths appear in -the directiDn from North-West and West-NDrth-West. 
These are, however, only rDugh directiDns of the growth of trees, in details 
the influence Df the relief is to be seen, which in fact is veering the air-currents. 

4. The influence of the wind on: the spreading Df some species of the coniferous 
trees in the region of the upper habitation line of the forest. 

With the exception of the High and Belanske Tatra Mountains the climatic 
line of the fDrest in the Western Carpathian Mountains was originally formed 
by the spruce-tree (Picea excelsa LINK). The herdsman in his effort to get 
vast areas fDr grazing purposes, remDved nDt only dwarf trees, but also" the 
fDrest DvergrDwth. He intensively removed (most frequently by fire) the over
growth of spruce-trees in the highest forest ZDne. On many places he mDved 
the upper habitatiDn line Df the fDrest to' the beech zone which is situated below 

*) According to the data given by Dr J. Otruoo (a publication on the wind conditions in 
Slovakia is being prepared at present). 
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the spruce-tree zone. Therefore, in the zones of a strongly lowered habitation 
line of the forest, we find the beech-tree forest. The beech-tree (Fagus silva
tica L.) strongly prevails on the upper habitation line of the forest in the 
Krivaiiska Mala Fatra Mountains, Velka Fatra Mountains (and elsewhere, too, 
where there were extensive pasture lands to be found), but in all cases its pre
sence is of secondary importance only. 

In the zone of the natural upper habitation line of the forest there appears, 
if we mention the deciduous trees, the rowan-tree (Sorbus aucuparia L.) which 
especially in the High Tatra Mountains appears on some places rather fre
quently, this being the case where the rocky seas are situated rather low, the 
birch-tree (Betula pubescens EHRH.), both trees, however, seldom grow as high 
trees for they have mostly the shape of low, wide-branched trees or bushes. Quite 
a different character has the upper habitation line of the forest in the High 
Tatra Mountains and partially in the Belanske Tatra Mountains, too. In the 
High Tatra Mountains the beech-tree does not practically appear at all. The 
fundamental trees which form the upper habitation line of the forest are the 
s.pruce-trees. In the region of the upper habitation line of the forellt there 
appears rather frequently the pine-tree (Pinus cembra L.). It usually grows in 
groups or individually, too, and is to be seen above the habitation line of the 
forest. In the region of the habitation line of the forest, there, on some places, 
mixes with spruce-trees and forms light spots of spruce-pine overgrowths e. g. 
in the region of Zeleny patak, Bielovodska dolina and elsewhere. Here and there 
we can find it growing in groups or individually, too, even in light spruce-tree 
overgrowths under the habitation line of the fon'st. 

In the southern parts of the High Tatra Meuntains, in the region of the upper 
habitation line of the forest, we can rather frequently see the the larch-tree 
(Larix decidua Mill.). On sOIJle places it reaches even the southern slopes of 
the Tatra Mountains, and mixes especially with spruce-trees. On the other hand, 
in the northern part of the Tatra Mountains its occurrence is very rare. In the 
region of the upper habitation line of the forest on the southern slopes of the 
High Tatra Mountains it forms, in some places, together with spruce-trees rather 
light overgrowths where there frequently appears as a member of trees belonging 
to the lower habitation line of the forest where the larch-tree does not appear 
at all, or sporadically only. 

In sections, where on the southern slopes the larch-tree mixes frequently 
with the spruce-tree, the upper habitation line of the forest runs rather low 
(usually about 1 490 -1 540 metres above sea level). Apart from this there 
are many uprootings of the spruce-trees to be seen. In the overgrowth there is 
usually a lack of superannuated spruce-trees. Uprootings occur either in the 
case of individual spruce-trees or groups, but those occurring on the continuous 
surfaces are rather rare. The uprooted spruce-trees are usually in various degree 
of decay, some of them are covered with a layer of humus and are overgrown 
with whortleberries, others again are beginning to decay or their uprootings 
occurred not long ago. The uprootings being· of various age show that this 
process is quite a normal one and that it steadily repeats itself. The spruce-trees 
reach large dimensions and are less resisting to uprootings and are uprooted 
finally by the gust of strong winds, especially by the so-called falling winds 
which frequently occur in this region. 

On the mentioned sections of the upper habitation line of the forest with its 
steadily occurring process of uprootings (sometimes more and sometimes less) 
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we find on the forest overgrowths nearing the habitation line of the ·forest or 
even below this line (up to 100 metres or even more under the habitation line 
of the forest) isolated bushes of dwarf~trees (Pinus mugo TURRA) which in 
some places are dying out or have just died out and are decaying under the 
tops of the spruce~trees. It is quite clear that the dwarf~tree, as an outstanding 
heliophyte, could take roots in the middle of the forest overgrowth on free areas 

. only, where the wind had uprooted the whole groups of trees, or on the conti~ 
nuous areas of forest respectively. The spruce~tree appears after some time 
among the dwarf~trees. It grows and overshadows the dwarf~trees under it, 
which, when the tops of the trees become intertwined, have to die out for want 
of light. 

When we compare the individual larch~trees with the spruce~trees growing on 
the habitation line of the forest or above it, we see that the habitus of the larch~ 
tree is, as a rule, worse than that of the spruce~tree individuals. Both the top 
and the trunk of the larch~tree is more deformed in comparison with the spruce~ 
tree. The larch~tree, too, does not reach over the spruce~tree both on the habita~ 
tion line of the forest and above it. It is not to be seen that the larch~tree is 
a tree overcoming the spruce~tree, as far as the upper habitation line of the 
forest is concerned, and that it appears both on the habitation line of the forest 
and above it. The author has never seen the appearance of larch~trees in such 
places where the upper habitation line of the forest is high and where the spru~ 
ce~tree reaches its climatic line. 

It is obvious that the spruce~tree as a heliophyte likes above all the sunny 
sides of the southern slopes. As it is to be seen from the analysis of the above 
mentioned phenomena, one of the main reasons of the growth of the larch~tree 
in the upper habitation line of the forest is the loosened intertwining of the 
spruce~tree overgrowth. The loosening of the intertwining occurs on the one hand 
from edaphic reasons, because on the. r~cky seas there hardly appears a thicker 
and continuous soil cover, and on the other hand in consequence of the wind 
conditions. On the southern slopes of the High Tatra Mountains strong and 
especially falling winds destroy the continuance of the spruce~tree over~ 
growth by causing frequent uprootings, whereas the larch~tree is resisting both 
to the uprootings and breakings. In this way the wind enables the weaker and 
heliophyte larch-trees to grow on free areas of the spruce-tree overgrowths. 
Rather a frequent occurrence of the larch-tree on the southern side of the High 
Tatra Mountains is the consequence of the co-ordination of two factors, na
mely: the favourable southern position advantageous for the larch-tree and the 
effects of strong winds removing the spruce-tree, which can be regarded as 
a strong rival of the larch-tree in the struggle for survival. 

At the end of this work the author wishes to stress the fact that the wind 
plays an important part as an ecological factor in the upper habitation line of 
the forest. It makes the growing conditions of the tree vegetation worse. It has 
a strong influence on the habitus of the top and the trunk of the tree and forms 
a whole series of various shapes. It quickens the transition of the tree vegetation 
into the bush vegetation and lowers the upper vegetation line of the forest. An 
especially unfavourable influence have the winds which are of a falling cha
racter. In the High Tatra Mountains (especially on the southern slopes where 
the occurrence of the falling winds is rather frequent and reaches even the upper 
vegetation line of the forest, the wind becomes a factor which has a definite 
influence on the habitation line of the forest: it not only lowers the same, but 
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also influences by its intervention in the struggle for the survival of the trees 
the composition of the species of the growth on the vegetation line of the fo
rest, by which fact it impresses on the habitation line of the forest, which is 
Q{l the southern slopes of the High Tatra Mountains, a special character which 
differs in principle from the habitation line of the forest in the rest of the 
Western Carpathian Mountains. 

The analysis of the phenomena enables us to learn the processes which take 
place on the upper habitation line of the forest. The knowledge of the above 
mentioned processes has practical significance. In Slovakia in the region of the 
upper habitation line of the forest and above this line, too, where there are 
pasture lands in existence for several hundreds of years, the vast bare areas 
above the habitation line of the forest cause a whole series of undesirable phe
nomena (avalanches, speedy erosion, floods, etc.). At present, at the time of 
stormy development of the national economy and industrialization of Slovakia, 
where many hydro-electric power stations are being erected, we have to take 
care of the water resources. It is one of the reasons why we have started the 
reconstruction of the upper habitation line of the forest and why we try our 
best to move it upwards. 

The afforestation in the region of the upper habitation line of the forest or on 
the line of the bare existence of the forest vegetation is unusually difficult. An 
especially unfavourable influence has the wind mixed with snow, because it 
grinds off the top branches of the trees when these penetrate through the snow 
cover. It is necessary to give protection to young trees against the wind (by 
erecting obstacles to the wind - planting out dwarf trees, erecting artificial 
obstacles from the cut-off branches, stones, etc.). Only the analysis of the 
conditions in the upper habitation line of the forest and the knowledge of the 
processes taking .part there wi.ll help in practice to find the suitable way of 
tackling such a difficult problem, namely, how to carry out the afforestation in 
the upper habitation line of the. forest. 
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VPLYV VETRA NA HORNO HRANICU LESA V ZAPADNYCH KARPATOCH 

Vietor je v oblasti hornej hranice lesa mechanicky a fyzi()logicky silno pOsobiacim Cimtelom. 
Vplyva (najmii za spoluueinkovania snehu, snehoveho a ladoveho zavesu) na tvar koruny 
a kmeiia stromov, elm vznikalu zastavove, stolove a ine formy. Vietor, brzdi predovsetk:Y"m 
vzrast do vysky, v dilsledku coho stromy rychlejsie nadobudaju krovity vzhlad. Celkove zhor
suje vzrastove podmienky stromovej vegetacie, elm znizuje hornu hranicu lesa. 

V nizsich pohoriach, kde klimaticka hranica lesa siaha do vrcholovych eastl hlavneho hre
beiia alebo len 0 nieeo nizsie, uCinky vetrov su ovela mensie nez vo vysokych pohoriach. Vo 
Vysokych Tatrach s vertikalne silno elenenym glacialnym reliefom, kde najvyssie hrebene 
vyenievaju az 1000 m nad hornu hranicu lesa, je vplyv vetra z cdych Zapadnych Karpat naj
markantnejsi. Vetry, ktore sa prevalili cez hrebene, dopadaju spravidla na svah este nad hra
nicou lesa a ako padave vetry velmi ueinne pilsobia na najvyssie leziace stromove porasty. 
Vo volnom ovzduSi prevladaju u· nas SZ vetry. Preto uCinky vetrov su velmi badatelne najmii 
na juznej strane Vysokych Tatier. Nachadzame tu velmi ryrazne stromove zastavy, vietor tu 
celkove silno znizuje hranicu lesa. Je tu velmi vela vyvratov, ktore v nizsich pohoriach v ob
lasti hranice lesa su dost zriedkave. Tym, ze silne, najmii padave vetry odstJ¥liiuju vilei ryvra
tom malo vzdorny smrek, vytvaraju vhodne podmienky pre rozsirenle konkurenene slabsieho 
svetlomilneho smrekovce a ovplyviiuju jeho zastupenie v porastoch na hornej hranici lesa. 

BJUUIHI1E BETPA HA BEPXHIOIO fPAHI1UY JIEeA B 3AITA.LI:HbIX· I(APTIATAX 

B 06J1aCTH BepxHeii rpaHlHIl,bI J1eca BeTep J'lBJlJ'leTCJ'I CHJlbHO D,eiiCTBYIOIUHM MexaHHlIeCKHM 
II CPH3HOJlOrHlIecKHM !jJaKTopoM. BMecTe co cHeroM, CHelKHblM H J1eD.J'lHbIM rroK,poBOM OH OKa-
3h1BaeT BJiHlIHHe Ha CPOPMY' KPOHbI H CTBMa D.epeBbeB TaK, liTO B03HHKalOT 6apbepHble, 

CTOJlOBbie H D.p. cpOPMbl. BeTep 3aMeD.eJlJ'leT, rrpelKD.e Bcero, POCT B BbICOTY,B CJleD.CTBHe 
lIero D.epeBbJ'l 6b1CTpee npHRHMalOT KYCTOOopaSHYIO CPOPMY. B IleJIOM OR YXYD.llIaeT YCJIOBHJ'I 
pOCTa D.peBeC90ii paCTHTeJIbHOCTH H TeM caMbiM CHHlKaeT BepXHlO1O rpaHHIl,Y J1eca. 

B HeBbiCOIKHX ropax, fD.e KJIHMaTHlIeCKaJ'l rpaHHIl,a JIeca rrOD.HHMaeTClI nOllTH .llO BepllIHHbI 
rJlOBHOrO xpeOTa, BJlHlIHHe BepTa SHallHTeJlbHO MeHbllIe, lIeM B BblCOKHX ropax. BJIHlIHHe 
Bep'l'a. B 311rrallHblX KaprraTax JlYlIllIe Bcero MOlKHO I1!pOCJleD.HTh B BbiCOKHX TaTpax, rD,e 
npeOOJISlD.aIOT CHJIbHO paClIJleHeHlHble J1eD,HHKOBbie CPOPMbI peJIbecpa, H caMble BbiCOKHe 
xpeOTbi rrOD.HHMaIOTCSI HII 1000 M H BblllIe BepXHeii rpaHHIl,bl Jleca. BeTpbl, KOTopble nepeBa

J1HBaIOT lIepes xpeOTbl, orrYCKalOTClI, KaM npaBHJIO, Ha. ropHblH CKJlOH eIUe BblllIe rpaHHIl,b1 
Jleca H CKa3b1BaJ'lCb BHHS, CHJlbHO BJlHlIlOT Ha D.peBeCHYiO paCTHTeJlbHlOCTb, HaXOD.lIIOIUYJOClI 
Ii caMblX BbiCOKHX MecTax. Ha TeppHTopHH 1.JCP npeOOJIa]J.alOT BeTpbl ceBep03arraD.HOrO 

HanpaBJleHHSI. I1x BosD.eiicTBHe, n03TOMY, OMbllIe Bcero saMeTHO Ha IOlKHOii C.ropoHe Bblco
KHX TaTp. 3D.eCb MOlKHO BCTpeTHTb XOPOllIO BblpalKeHHble D.peBeCHble oapbepbl, H BeTep 
SD.ecb saMeTHO CHHlKaeT rpaHHIl,Y J1eca. I1MeeTClI 3D.ecb MHoro BblBopOlleHHblX D.epeBbeB, 
KOTopble peD.KO MOlKHO BCTpeTHTb B OOJlaCTH rpaHHIl,bI JIeca B 60JIee HH3KHX ropax. reM, 
lITOCHJlbHble onYCTalOIl(HeCJ'l Berpbl. BbiBopallHBalOT He OlleHIb YCToii'lHBYIO eJlb, C03D.aIOT 
YCJIOBHSI D.JIlI pacnpOCTpaHeHHJ'I eIUe MeHee YCToiillHBOii: J1HCT'BeHHHllbl II D.JIlI ee rrOllBJIeHHe 
B paCTHTeJlbHOcTH OKOJlO BepxHeii: rpaHHl(bl JIe<:a •. 
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A f1aglike spruce-tree, Stezky, High Tatra Mountains. 
Zastavova forma smreka, Stezky ve Vysokych Tatrach. 
cPJlar006pa3HMI eJib (CTE'lKKH , Bh!COKlle Tarpbl) . 

(Pfiloha k clanku: P. Plesnik: The influence of the wind ... ) 
Foto P. Plesnik 



The pine-tree in Bdovodska Valley, High Ta tra Mountains. 
Limba v Bielovodskej doline, Vysoke Tatry. 
Kell p I.l B e JlO BOIlCKOii IlOJlllHe ( B bICOKIlt' T aTpbl). 

Foto P. Plesnik 


